
Controlling a LTC1799 Oscillator Without A Pot (Part 1) 

Some weeks before we had a discussion in Facebook how to controll a LTC1799 with a signal, eg. a LFO or 
a ADSR or something like this.

This is the basic schematics for a LTC1799

On the "SET" pin there is a potentiometer connected (VR1), which controlls the output frequency. It is not 
possible to inject to the "SET" pin a voltage from outside. We need something like a controllable resistor. 
This part exist. It is called MOSFET (P-Channel). I've found in my stock a CMOS an IC named 4007 
(CMOS Dual Complementary Pair Plus Inverter). This is an array of MOSFETS to use as "normal" inverters 
or gates. But this MOSFET have an secret. You can use them in a special range as variable resistors. I've 
made an experiment:

http://3.bp.blogspot.com/-hESsnwg92WE/TpVa66bRfRI/AAAAAAAAASY/Rx_II6iPamQ/s1600/basic+LTC+1799+schematics_800.jpg


I removed the two resistors (R1 & VR) and added my P-MOSFET. Source is connected to VDD (5V) and 
drain is connected to set. The gate is controlled by an easy volatage divider which simulates the modulation 
voltage. Current is limited by an resistor of 1M. Remember: MOSFET need voltage no current!

He's a closer look:

http://2.bp.blogspot.com/-UYlQ8f8nE5A/TpVcMjnM_SI/AAAAAAAAASg/6nS87D0fkR0/s1600/ltc1799+with+mosfet_800.jpg
http://1.bp.blogspot.com/-PyZkfBl6GSk/TpVdSV8UvjI/AAAAAAAAASo/E4InrrUe5K8/s1600/a+closer+look_800.jpg


not the complete range works as I wished. Here's a "diagram" with the measurements of voltage/outgoing 
frequency:

 So we see, that we only have a change in the range from 2V to 3.5V. This is great, so we have an range of 
1,5V to controll a frequency range from 0.5 to 5 MHz. (Divider is set to 10!).

This was my first attempt, now I've made a better measurement:

So it's a range from 2,4 to 3,4 volt. The range is only 1V effective. But this is OK. Why three curves? During 
the test I've forgot to remove the "old" pot. So with and without the resistor is drawn parallel. The forgotten 
pot works als a minimum limiter. See the blue line. I've set the start with the pot value to 1000 Hz. So the 
spread is between 1 Mhz and 5 MHz. I'm not sure if this helps but I've documented this for later usage.

http://4.bp.blogspot.com/-YMvVr-gcCNU/TpVeE_F5COI/AAAAAAAAAS4/iTnlOnLrbhs/s1600/diagramm_800.jpg
http://4.bp.blogspot.com/-wni8akUQ7nM/TpWN4jLisKI/AAAAAAAAATA/2PaaCOH9pw8/s1600/messreiheBerechnet.png


Conclusion:

The principle works, now it is neccessary to create a circuit which creates, let's say, a voltage from 0..5V into 
2,4..3,4. This schould be a little OPAMP magic. But for today my theory gives me a successful soltuion and 
an entry in a VoltageControlled LTC1799. :-)

This is my testsetup :-)

Link to some datasheets and othere info around MOSFET

• http://www.alldatasheet.com/datasheet-pdf/pdf/50835/FAIRCHILD/CD4007.html   
• http://www.alldatasheet.com/datasheet-pdf/pdf/66387/INTERSIL/CD4007.html   (this was a little bit 

more helpfull) 
• Here's an 101 text about P-MOSFETs (in German) 

http://www.sprut.de/electronic/switch/pkanal/pkanal.html 

Controlling a LTC1799 Oscillator Without A Pot (Part 2) 

-> PART 1 

After a little bit simulation I think I can make a controllable version from 0-5V. I've created a with two 
opamps a voltage "changer":

http://www.alldatasheet.com/datasheet-pdf/pdf/50835/FAIRCHILD/CD4007.html
http://peters-field-defect-electronics.blogspot.com/2011/10/controlling-ltc1799-oscillator-without.html
http://www.sprut.de/electronic/switch/pkanal/pkanal.html
http://www.alldatasheet.com/datasheet-pdf/pdf/66387/INTERSIL/CD4007.html
http://3.bp.blogspot.com/-ktr00cAYLpE/TpWSTLh4t8I/AAAAAAAAATI/8yBznpxFWJ4/s1600/testsetup.png


 

Here's the simulation output:

The blue line is the Input from 0-5V

http://2.bp.blogspot.com/-_9JMn7E2GBE/TpcY_-iPMbI/AAAAAAAAATQ/xvxBA5noXx8/s1600/firstattempt.png
http://2.bp.blogspot.com/-_9JMn7E2GBE/TpcY_-iPMbI/AAAAAAAAATQ/xvxBA5noXx8/s1600/firstattempt.png


The input is a curve from 0-5V (blue) and the result ist a curve from 2,4-3,4 Volt. I will build this with a 
LM324 (which is similar to the LT1014 I used in LTSPICE). If this works, the magic LTC controller will 
work.

Controlling a LTC1799 Oscillator Without A Pot (Part 3) 

Back to PART 2

Now....

make a proof of concept and build the designed circuit onto a breadboard:

http://peters-field-defect-electronics.blogspot.com/2011/10/controlling-ltc1799-oscillator-without_13.html
http://2.bp.blogspot.com/-v1QODMXkBpk/Tpca3zKUX3I/AAAAAAAAATo/lMbxCVs_x-8/s1600/simulation.png


This is the circuit I've designed in the second part of this blog. I use the pot on the left side to create a 
controlvoltage from 0-5V.

Voltage: 5V

http://4.bp.blogspot.com/-tD2usm9Jduo/TpdWXOUI_jI/AAAAAAAAATw/E0ko_-ayLiU/s1600/DSC05235.JPG


Frequency: 278 kHz

Voltage: 4V

Frequency: 808 kHz

http://3.bp.blogspot.com/-1Ehcmope6Gc/TpdW5M2vKKI/AAAAAAAAAT4/U2ZehEMti7Q/s1600/DSC05223.JPG
http://2.bp.blogspot.com/-PzdXItkAo50/TpdXUtrMU_I/AAAAAAAAAUA/VdRvRv5FsbY/s1600/DSC05225.JPG


Voltage: 3V

Frequency: 1,553 MHz

Voltage: 2V

http://2.bp.blogspot.com/-0f-GdV3jkkQ/TpdXqLsJHEI/AAAAAAAAAUI/ZTU30sriZf8/s1600/DSC05227.JPG


Frequency: 2,524 MHz

Voltage: 1V

http://4.bp.blogspot.com/-lTZbPF-KSNg/TpdYFyhW4SI/AAAAAAAAAUQ/GGn6_XVXQhs/s1600/DSC05229.JPG
http://1.bp.blogspot.com/-eOYrDCXTQGY/TpdYb5O1_cI/AAAAAAAAAUY/JMHc5m8N6y0/s1600/DSC05231.JPG


 Voltage: 0V

Frequency: 4,92 MHz

Yeah.... it works. Can now control the LTC with my soltution. I like the OPAMP magic. Analog computation 
is wonderful. 

http://4.bp.blogspot.com/-4oY_boXi0I0/TpdYk3NExII/AAAAAAAAAUg/ZT0e9o0RURM/s1600/DSC05233.JPG
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